Dissociation of Metabolic and Neurovascular Responses to Levodopa in the Treatment of Parkinson’s Disease
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Abstract

We compared the metabolic and neurovascular effects of levodopa (LD) therapy for Parkinson’s disease (PD). Eleven PD patients were scanned with both [¹⁵O]-H₂O and [¹⁸F]-FDG PET in the unmedicated state and during intravenous LD infusion. Images were used to quantify LD-mediated changes in the expression of motor- and cognition-related PD covariance patterns in scans of cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMR). These changes in network activity were compared with those occurring during subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STN DBS), and those observed in a test-retest PD control group. Separate voxel-based searches were conducted to identify individual regions with dissociated treatment-mediated changes in local cerebral blood flow and metabolism.

We found a significant dissociation between CBF and CMR in the modulation of the PD motor-related network by LD treatment (p<0.001). This dissociation was characterized by reductions in network activity in the CMR scans (p<0.003) occurring concurrently with increases in the CBF scans (p<0.01). Flow-metabolism dissociation was also evident at the regional level, with LD-mediated reductions in CMR and increases in CBF in the putamen/globus pallidus, dorsal midbrain/pons, STN, and ventral thalamus. CBF responses to LD in the putamen and pons were relatively greater in patients exhibiting drug-induced dyskinesia. By contrast, flow-metabolism dissociation was not present in the STN DBS treatment group or in the PD control group. These findings suggest that flow-metabolism dissociation is a distinctive feature of LD treatment. This phenomenon may be especially pronounced in patients with LD-induced dyskinesia.
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Introduction

Functional imaging has increasingly been used as a means of objectively studying the effects of therapy for brain disease. In the resting condition, close correlations have been shown between steady-state measurements of regional cerebral metabolism and blood flow (Sokoloff,
Both measures are considered to be coupled to local synaptic activity (Jueptner and Weiller, 1995; Eidelberg et al., 1997; Sokoloff, 1999; Lin et al., 2008), supporting their use as treatment biomarkers (Herscovitch, 2001; Eckert and Eidelberg, 2005). Nonetheless, treatment can directly affect the cerebral vasculature as well as modulate neuronal activity. This consideration is particularly relevant for the use of imaging to the study of dopaminergic drugs for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD).

Experimental studies in rodent models have revealed localized increases in cerebral blood flow (CBF) with dopamine agonist drugs, as well as with dopamine itself (Ingvar et al., 1983; Tuor et al., 1986; Beck et al., 1988). Indeed, similar changes have been observed in both PD patients and normal subjects receiving levodopa (LD) (Leenders et al., 1985; Kobari et al., 1995; Hershey et al., 2003). These responses have been attributed to the direct effects of dopamine on the microvasculature, as supported by the demonstration of dopamine terminals apposed to arterioles and capillaries (Iadecola, 1998; cf. Jones, 1982; Krimer et al., 1998) and of dopamine receptors on vessel walls (cf. Edvinsson and Krause, 2002).

These findings contrast with changes in regional metabolism observed with dopaminergic therapy. In the untreated state, PD is associated with increased cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMR) in the putamen, globus pallidus (GP), and ventral thalamus, as well as in the dorsal pons (Fukuda et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2007b; cf. Porrino et al., 1990). These regional changes are thought to reflect localized increases in synaptic activity occurring within an abnormal metabolic brain network associated with the disease (cf. Eidelberg et al., 1994; 1997). Indeed, elevated expression of this PD-related spatial covariance pattern (PDRP) is reduced by dopaminergic therapy and by stereotaxic interventions targeting the hyperactive nodes of the network (Asanuma et al., 2006; Trošt et al., 2006; Feigin et al., 2007). The presence of significant treatment-mediated metabolic reductions in these brain regions contrasts with the increases in CBF described above, and raises the possibility of dissociation in the two measures in response to therapy.

In this study, we measured CBF and CMR treatment responses in a group of PD patients undergoing a controlled LD infusion. Changes in these measures, as well as in quantitative indices of flow-metabolism dissociation during treatment, were compared with analogous changes in control patients studied twice on a stable medication dose. To determine whether these responses were specific for dopaminergic therapy, we compared the LD-mediated responses to those from a separate group of patients in whom a similar degree of clinical improvement was achieved with deep brain stimulation (DBS). Lastly, we explored the relationship of flow-metabolism dissociation to LD-induced dyskinesia (LID) by assessing this effect in patients with and without this complication of therapy.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

We studied 11 PD patients before and during intravenous LD infusion. These patients underwent two consecutive days of PET imaging in which scanning with both $^{[15]}$O-H$_2$O and $^{[18]}$F-FDG was performed to respectively assess CBF and CMR in each treatment condition. On one day, imaging was conducted 12 hours following the cessation of oral antiparkinsonian medications (OFF). On the other day, scanning was performed during an intravenous LD infusion (ON) titrated to achieve maximal improvement in UPDRS motor ratings (Feigin et al., 2001; Asanuma et al., 2006). The order of the ON and OFF PET sessions was randomized. On the ON days, the subjects received 200mg of carbidopa orally three hours prior to the start of the infusion, and an additional 50mg 30 minutes beforehand. The mean infusion rate was $0.56 \pm 0.04$ mg/kg/h (mean±SE). In eight of the patients there was no evidence of dyskinesia during either PET session; the three remaining patients exhibited sustained levodopa-induced...
dyskinesia (LID) during the infusion. The infusion rate did not differ for patients with and without LID (0.57 ± 0.14, 0.56 ± 0.04 mg/kg/h, respectively).

The PET data from the LD group were compared to those from two other PD cohorts. To compare LD to an intervention of similar efficacy, we studied 8 PD patients with bilateral STN DBS electrodes. These patients underwent PET imaging with both tracers in separate baseline (OFF) and bilateral stimulation (ON) sessions, each conducted 12 hours after the last medication dose. The effect of STN stimulation on motor signs was similar to that achieved with LD (mean change in motor UPDRS ratings of 10.6 points [-35.2%] and 10.0 points [-38.2%], respectively for the two interventions; p<0.001), without dyskinesias. Details of these experiments, including the stimulation parameters used in the ON-state studies, have been presented elsewhere (Asanuma et al., 2006).

The PET data from the active interventions (LD and STN DBS) were compared to data from a group of 8 PD control subjects with stable responses to oral dopaminergic therapy without dyskinesia. These subjects underwent repeat PET imaging in two sessions separated by eight weeks (Ma et al., 2007). In each session, PET imaging with both tracers was conducted in the ON-state, following routine morning medication. Medication doses were not altered between sessions.

Demographic and clinical features of the patients in the three treatment groups (LD, STN DBS, PD control) are presented in Table 1. In these subjects, the diagnosis of PD was made according to standard criteria (Hughes et al., 1992); they all exhibited ≥20% improvement in UPDRS motor ratings with dopaminergic therapy. Limited metabolic data from these patients have appeared elsewhere (Feigin et al., 2001;Asanuma et al., 2006;Ma et al., 2007).

**Positron Emission Tomography**

Subjects fasted overnight prior to each PET session. For the LD and STN DBS groups, antiparkinsonian medications were withheld at least 12 hours before PET. For the PD control group, patients were scanned on the same dose of oral medication in the two PET sessions. Imaging was performed in 3D mode using a GE Advance tomograph (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, U.S.A.). This eight-ring bismuth germanate scanner provided 35 two-dimensional image planes with axial field view of 14.5cm and transaxial resolution of 4.2mm in all directions. All PET studies were performed in the rest state with the subjects’ eyes open in a dimly lit room with minimal auditory stimulation.

To estimate CBF, we used a modification of the slow bolus method in which 10mCi of [15O]-H2O was injected as described elsewhere (Carbon et al., 2007). CBF scans were repeated twice in each treatment condition. The interval between the two [15O]-H2O administrations was at least 10min to allow for the decay of radioactivity. In each session, the [15O]-H2O scans were followed by an [18F]-FDG PET study for the measurement of CMR. In each FDG PET study, scan acquisition began 35 minutes following the injection of 5mCi radiotracer and continued for 10 minutes. Ethical permission for the studies was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of North Shore University Hospital. Written consent was obtained from each subject following detailed explanation of the procedures.

**Data Analysis**

Imaging data processing was performed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in MATLAB 6.1 (Mathworks, Sherborn, MA). The scans from each subject were realigned separately and nonlinearly warped into Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) and were smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel for all
directions (FWHM 10mm for $^{[18]F}$-FDG; FWHM 15mm for $^{[15]O}$-H$_2$O) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

**Network analysis**—For each PD patient group and treatment condition, we quantified the expression of spatial covariance patterns associated with the motor and cognitive manifestations of the disease (Eckert et al., 2007). These metabolic networks, known as the PD motor- and cognition-related spatial covariance patterns (PDRP and PDCP, respectively; Figure 1), have been validated in previous PET studies (Huang et al., 2007a; b; cf. Feigin et al., 2007). Network activity was assessed in all scans using a fully automated voxel-based algorithm (software available at http://www.feinsteinneuroscience.org/software) (Ma et al., 2007). These network computations were performed blinded to treatment group (LD, STN DBS, PD control), condition (OFF, ON for LD and STN DBS patients; Test, Retest for PD controls), scan (CBF, CMR), and clinical status (UPDRS motor ratings). We also computed network scores in nine healthy volunteer subjects (4 men and 5 women; age: 56.0 ± 13.8 years) who underwent PET imaging with both $^{[15]O}$-H$_2$O and $^{[18]F}$-FDG in a single session. For both CBF and CMR scans, individual values for the PD patients were offset by subtracting the average value of the healthy subjects so that the control mean was zero for each network. For each group, treatment-mediated changes in network activity measured in the CBF and CMR scans were compared by using a two-way 2×2 (condition×scan) repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) with post-hoc Bonferroni tests. In each model, treatment condition (ON/OFF; Test/Retest) was defined as the within-subject repeated measure and scan (CBF, CMR) defined as the between-subjects variable.

Treatment-mediated changes in PDRP and PDCP expression were computed separately in the CBF and CMR scans ($\Delta_{CBF}$ and $\Delta_{CMR}$) of each patient by subtracting scores for the ON and OFF sessions (ON-OFF for the LD and STN DBS groups), or for the repeat scan sessions (Scan 2-Scan 1 for the PD control group). The network changes within each group were also separately correlated with disease duration and UPDRS motor ratings. For each network-based descriptor of flow-metabolism dissociation during treatment. This dissociation index (DI) was defined as $\Delta_{CBF}$-$\Delta_{CMR}$ and was determined separately for the PDRP and PDCP networks. For both patterns, a DI value of 0 indicated equal treatment-mediated changes in network activity for the CBF and the CMR scan data. Positive DI values indicated greater treatment-mediated changes in blood flow relative to metabolism ($\Delta_{CBF}$>$\Delta_{CMR}$), while negative values indicated the opposite ($\Delta_{CBF}$<$\Delta_{CMR}$). Differences in DI across treatment groups were assessed using a one-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests.

In addition, differences in network activity between groups (i.e., LD vs. STN DBS; LD vs. PD control) were evaluated by directly comparing PDRP/PDCP expression in the LD group with analogous values measured in the STN DBS or the PD control groups. This was done using separate three-way 2×2×2 (condition×group×scan) RMANOVA models in which treatment condition (ON/OFF; Test/Retest) was defined as the within-subject repeated measure, and treatment group (LD, STN DBS, PD control) and scan (CBF, CMR) were defined as the between-subjects variables. If, for each three-way RMANOVA, a significant three-way interaction effect was found, two subsequent 2×2 (condition×group) RMANOVAs were separately performed for the CBF and CMR scans incorporating post-hoc Bonferroni tests.

**Regional Analysis**—To localize brain regions in which there was significant dissociation between CBF and CMR during treatment, we performed an interaction analysis of the $^{[15]O}$-H$_2$O and $^{[18]F}$-FDG PET data from each group (LD, STN DBS, PD control). Scans from both treatment conditions (OFF/ON or Test/Retest) were globally normalized at a threshold of 0.8 and interrogated for the following interaction effects: $((CBF_{ON}-CBF_{OFF}) > (CMR_{ON}-CMR_{OFF}))$ and $((CBF_{ON}-CBF_{OFF}) < (CMR_{ON}-CMR_{OFF}))$, represented by the contrasts
Areas with significant interaction effects were reported at a threshold of p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. We also reported regional interaction effects at an uncorrected threshold of p<0.001 with minimum cluster size of 50 voxels. This hypothesis-testing threshold was used to evaluate sub-maxima located within anatomical regions in which significant treatment-mediated changes in CBF and/or CMR had been reported previously (e.g., Hershey et al., 1998; 2003; Huang et al., 2007b).

Significant brain regions were further analyzed with post-hoc volume-of-interest (VOI) assessments. Functional activity (CBF or CMR) was measured within a sphere (radius = 3mm) centered on the peak voxel for each significant region. The resulting local VOI values were normalized by the global value for each scan and examined for the presence of interaction effects using a two-way 2×2 (condition×scan) RMANOVA followed by post-hoc Bonferroni tests. For all regions, normalized VOI values were also compared with corresponding values from the healthy control cohort using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model with estimates of global CBF and CMR as covariates to adjust for possible group differences in these measures. Left and right regional control values were averaged for these comparisons, which were considered significant for p<0.05.

**Effects of Levodopa-Induced Dyskinesia**—In the regions with significant interaction effects, we computed regional DI values (i.e., Δ_{CBF}-Δ_{CMR}) for treatment-mediated changes in globally normalized VOI values. We compared these values from the three LID patients to analogous values from their LD-treated counterparts without dyskinesia (DYS-) and from the control subjects. To avoid making incorrect inferences regarding the LID patients based upon their DYS- counterparts, we only analyzed VOIs in which the regional DI for DYS- differed from PD controls at a significance level of p<0.01; two-way 2×2 RMANOVA. In these regions, we inspected the individual subject Δ_{CBF} and Δ_{CMR} data to determine whether values for the LID patients differed qualitatively from those of the other patients (DYS- and PD controls). We also examined the normalized CBF and CMR values from these regions in both treatment conditions (ON and OFF) to determine the relationship of the LID values to those from the DYS- and the healthy control groups. In addition, ON- and OFF-state values for the LID patients were separately compared to values for the PD and the healthy control groups using a one-way ANCOVA with global CBF/CMR as a covariate. Values for the three LID patients were displayed graphically with reference to the means for the DYS- and for the PD control subjects.

All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS 9.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and the results were considered significant at p<0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Flow-Metabolism Dissociation: Network Effects**

Treatment-mediated changes in PDRP expression in the patient groups (LD, STN DBS, and PD control) are presented in Figure 2A. LD-mediated changes in PDRP expression differed significantly in the CMR and CBF scan data (F_{1,20}=20.8, p<0.001; two-way RMANOVA; Figure 2A, left). Flow-metabolism dissociation with LD treatment was characterized by reductions in network activity in the CMR scans (p<0.003; post-hoc Bonferroni test) associated with concurrent increases in the CBF scans (p≤0.01). This dissociation remained significant (p<0.001) when the analysis was restricted to the non-dyskinetic (DYS-) patients. In the LD-treatment group, network-related changes in the CBF scans correlated with disease duration (r=0.75, p=0.01; Figure 2B), but not with changes in motor ratings (r=-0.32, p=0.35). Network-related changes in the CMR data did not correlate with these measures (|r|<0.43, p>0.22).
Despite giving rise to clinical improvement comparable to LD, bilateral STN stimulation (Figure 2A, middle) did not result in dissociation of treatment-mediated PDRP responses in the CMR and CBF scan data (interaction effect: *F* <sub>1,14</sub> = 0.02, *p* = 0.90; two-way RMANOVA). Indeed, with STN stimulation (Figure 2A, middle), PDRP expression declined relative to baseline in both the CMR and CBF scans (*p* < 0.04; post-hoc Bonferroni test for each scan type). As expected, there was no change in PDRP activity in the test-retest PD control data, whether in repeat CBF or CMR scans (*p* > 0.33; Figure 2A, right).

For the PDRP, the DI (i.e., Δ<sub>CBF</sub>−Δ<sub>CMR</sub> for treatment-mediated changes in network activity) differed significantly across the three groups (*F* <sub>2,24</sub> = 7.47, *p* < 0.004; one-way ANOVA). This measure (Figure 2C) was greater in the LD group relative to the STN DBS (*p* < 0.04) and the PD control groups (*p* < 0.005). These group differences were substantiated in the subsequent RMANOVAs, which revealed significant three-way (condition×scan×group) interaction effects for the comparison of LD to STN DBS (*F* <sub>1,34</sub> = 5.89, *p* < 0.03) and the comparison of LD to the PD controls (*F* <sub>1,34</sub> = 13.3, *p* < 0.001). Further analysis revealed that the LD-mediated increases in PDRP activity observed in the CBF scans differed significantly from the reductions seen in the same scan data with STN stimulation (*F* <sub>1,17</sub> = 5.85, *p* < 0.03; two-way RMANOVA) and from the test-retest variability of the PD controls (*F* <sub>1,17</sub> = 0.06, *p* < 0.04). By contrast, in the CMR scans, LD was associated with a reduction in PDRP expression, which was not different from that observed with STN stimulation (*F* <sub>1,17</sub> = 0.66, *p* = 0.43). These LD-mediated changes did however differ from those measured in the PD control group (*F* <sub>1,17</sub> = 9.62, *p* < 0.007).

In contrast to the PDRP, there were no significant treatment-mediated changes in PDCP activity in scans from any of the groups (*p* > 0.36). Moreover, for this network, DI values (Figure 2D) did not differ across the three treatment groups (*F* <sub>2,24</sub> = 0.04, *p* = 0.96; one-way ANOVA).

**Flow-Metabolism Dissociation: Global and Regional Effects**

Estimated global values for CMR and CBF did not change with either LD infusion (*F* <sub>1,20</sub> = 0.001, *p* = 0.97) or STN stimulation (*F* <sub>1,20</sub> = 0.32, *p* = 0.58). These values also did not change on repeat testing in the PD control group (*F* <sub>1,20</sub> = 1.48, *p* = 0.25). Likewise, global DI values (i.e., Δ<sub>CBF</sub>−Δ<sub>CMR</sub> for treatment-mediated changes in the global values) did not differ across the three groups (*F* <sub>2,24</sub> = 0.35, *p* = 0.71; one-way ANOVA). Voxel-based searches were conducted in each group to identify brain regions in which treatment gave rise to dissociated changes in CMR and CBF. Significant regional interaction effects were detected in the LD group (Table 2), but not in the STN DBS or the PD control groups. With LD, all significant regional interaction effects involved reductions in glucose metabolism occurring concurrently with increases in blood flow. Dissociation of treatment responses in the opposite direction was not encountered.

LD-mediated dissociation of cerebral blood flow and metabolism (*p* < 0.001, cluster-level corrected) was detected in the left posterolateral putamen, extending medially into the adjacent globus pallidus (GP) and ventral thalamus (Figure 3A, top). A homologous region was identified in the right posterior putamen. LD infusion was also associated with significant flow-metabolism dissociation in the dorsal pons (*p* < 0.005, cluster-level corrected), involving the locus coeruleus and elements of the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) (Figure 3A, bottom). This cluster extended rostrally to include the dorsal raphe and the subthalamic region. Significant interaction effects (*p* < 0.001, uncorrected) remained in all the reported regions when the analysis was limited to DYS- patients. The presence of significant dissociation of LD-mediated CMR and CBF treatment responses in these areas was confirmed on subsequent VOI analysis (*F* <sub>1,20</sub> = 15.0, *p* ≤ 0.001; two-way RMANOVA). In each VOI, the regional dissociation effect remained significant after excluding the three LID patients (*F* <sub>1,14</sub> = 11.0, *p* < 0.005). In the putamen/GP, the LD-mediated
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decrease in CMR was similar in magnitude to the increase in CBF (-5.8% and +6.3%, respectively; Figure 3B, upper left). Although of relatively smaller magnitude (absolute value ≤4.0%), treatment responses in the ventral thalamus and STN were also similar for CMR and CBF (Figure 3B, right). By contrast, in the dorsal pons, LD infusion was associated with greater effects on CBF (+8.6%) relative to CMR (-2.8%; Figure 3B, lower left).

In all of these areas, normalized OFF-state CMR values for the LD patients were elevated relative to the healthy controls (F_{1,17}>8.36, p≤0.01; ANCOVA adjusted for group differences in global CMR). In the putamen/GP, dorsal pons, and thalamus, normalized ON-state CBF values were also elevated relative to healthy controls (F_{1,17}>6.30, p<0.001 for the pons, p<0.01 for the putamen/GP, and p<0.05 for the thalamus; ANCOVA adjusted for group differences in global CBF). In these patients, global CBF and CMR for both treatment conditions (ON and OFF) did not differ from healthy control values (p>0.22).

**Flow-Metabolism Dissociation: Relationship to Levodopa-Induced Dyskinesia**

We first assessed flow-metabolism dissociation in the absence of LID by comparing regional DI values in DYS- patients with PD controls. We found that significant treatment-mediated dissociation was present in the putamen/GP and dorsal pons of the DYS- patients relative to the test-retest controls (p<0.001 and p<0.01 for the two regions, respectively; two-way RMANOVA). Notably, in these regions, the three LID patients (open symbols) displayed greater flow-metabolism dissociation than their DYS- counterparts (Figure 4A). Indeed, the LID patients had the highest DI values of the entire LD treatment group. Further inspection of the data revealed that in both regions, the three LID patients also had relatively larger CBF treatment responses (Δ_{CBF}) than their DYS- counterparts (Figure 4B). By contrast, CMR treatment responses (Δ_{CMR}) in the LID patients were similar to those for the DYS- patients. This suggests that the greater degree of dissociation seen with LID was driven by the relatively larger CBF treatment responses observed in these patients.

Based on these findings, we examined the normalized CBF data from these regions in both the ON and OFF treatment conditions. We found that in the ON-state, normalized CBF values for the DYS-, PD control, and normal control groups (Figure 4C) differed significantly in the pons (F_{2,21}=12.9, p<0.001; ANCOVA adjusted for group differences in global CBF), but only marginally in the putamen/GP (F_{2,21}=3.27, p=0.06). In the pons, DYS- values were elevated relative to healthy controls (p<0.001); whereas in the putamen/GP, these elevations did not reach significance (p=0.06; post-hoc Bonferroni test). In both regions, ON-state values for the DYS- patients were similar to those for the PD controls (p=0.99), who were also studied while on medication.

We note that in both regions, individual ON-state normalized CBF values for the LID patients (open symbols) were higher than for the DYS- and the PD control groups, with elevations >2.4 SD above the healthy control mean. Indeed, including the three LID patients in these comparisons improved the results of ANCOVA for both regions (pons: F_{2,24}=16.09, p<0.001; putamen/GP: F_{2,24}=9.06, p=0.001). This is particularly true for the putamen/GP, where the entire LD group (LID plus DYS- patients) exhibited significant CBF elevations relative to the healthy controls (p<0.02; post-hoc Bonferroni test), as compared to the marginal elevations seen in the DYS- patients alone (see above). By contrast, in both regions, OFF-state normalized CBF values did not differ for the LD patients (with or without including LID) relative to controls (pons: p>0.20; putamen/GP: p>0.53; ANCOVA).
DISCUSSION

Metabolic and Vasomotor Responses to Levodopa Therapy

In this study we describe a significant dissociation of the metabolic and neurovascular effects of dopaminergic therapy for PD. Our data also indicate that this effect is highly specific at both the network and regional levels. Regarding the former, flow-metabolism dissociation with LD treatment was restricted to the PDRP, a spatial covariance pattern linked to the motor effects of antiparkinsonian therapy (Carbon et al., 2003; Asanuma et al., 2006; Feigin et al., 2007). By contrast, the activity of the cognition-related PD network (PDCP) did not exhibit treatment-mediated dissociation in any of the patient groups.

The treatment-mediated dissociation effects within the PDRP were highly region-specific. In our whole brain voxel-by-voxel search, only a few brain areas exhibited significant dissociation of CBF and CMR in response to LD. These regions, the putamen and adjacent pallidum, the dorsal pons and midbrain, and the STN and ventral thalamus, were found to share a number of distinct features. Firstly, baseline metabolic activity in these regions was elevated in PD patients relative to healthy controls (see Figure 3, asterisks, cf. Fukuda et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2007b), consistent with increases in local afferent synaptic activity (Eidelberg et al., 1997; cf. Jueptner and Weiller, 1995; Sokoloff, 1999). Metabolic increases in these regions can be viewed as reflecting disease-related overactivity of corticostriatal, STN-pallidal, and pallido-thalamic and pontine projection pathways within the PDRP network (Huang et al., 2007b; Lin et al., 2008). Secondly, nerve terminals in these regions are known to express L-aromatic aminoacid decarboxylase (AADC) to varying degrees (Jaeger et al., 1984; Smith and Kieval, 2000; cf. Brown et al., 1999; Rakshi et al., 1999; Garcia-Cabezas et al., 2007).

Our data suggest that a spatial correspondence exists between the brain regions with significant flow-metabolism dissociation during LD treatment and those with elevations in synaptic activity and retained local AADC expression. This point is illustrated in Figure 5, in which abnormal off-state elevations in regional glucose utilization (green) were mapped alongside areas (red) with high specific [18F]-fluorodopa (FDOPA) uptake, a PET index of AADC activity (e.g., Dhawan et al., 1996; Ishikawa et al., 1996). Areas of overlap between these measures (yellow, upper panel) (i.e., regions with both functional characteristics corresponded closely to those exhibiting significant LD-mediated dissociation in the current sample (blue, lower panel). This suggests that flow-metabolism dissociation occurs in regions with baseline elevations in synaptic activity - as is the case in the hypermetabolic nodes of the PDRP - in which there is also sufficient enzymatic capacity to decarboxylate LD to dopamine. In these areas, significant treatment-mediated metabolic reductions are accompanied by dissociated increases in CBF linked to local dopamine production. Interestingly, dissociated treatment responses were not present at all PDRP nodes. For instance, baseline elevations in glucose metabolism are present in the sensorimotor cortex (Asanuma et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2007b), whereas FDOPA signal is not especially pronounced in this region. By contrast, FDOPA uptake is high in the anterior cingulate cortex (Rakshi et al., 1999), but baseline metabolic activity is not elevated there. In both cases, significant flow-metabolism dissociation was not evident in our data.

We propose that the local increases in CBF that occur as part of the LD treatment response are mediated through direct contacts between monaminergic terminals and the microvasculature. Specifically, AADC is expressed within dopaminergic and serotonergic striatal terminals, wherein exogenous LD can be converted to dopamine, either directly or as a “false neurotransmitter” (Carta et al., 2007). Given the close proximity of these terminals to adjacent capillaries (Jones, 1982; Krimer et al., 1998), the released dopamine can act directly on vascular receptors. Alternatively, dopamine released into the intersynaptic cleft may, in the setting of low DAT binding, spill over and diffuse over large distances to act on more distant microvessels.
High concentrations of dopamine generally result in vasoconstriction. Nonetheless, lower concentrations, such as those associated with systemic LD infusion, are more likely to have a vasodilatory action (von Essen et al., 1980; Toda, 1983; cf. Edvinsson and Krause, 2002). Similar effects can be considered in other regions in which monoaminergic terminals and/or dendrites appose nearby blood vessels, such as the locus coeruleus, midbrain raphe, and substantia nigra (Felten and Crutcher, 1979; Jones, 1982), as well as the ventral thalamic nuclei (Garcia-Cabezas et al., 2007).

Flow-Metabolism Dissociation and Complications of Levodopa Therapy

The relevance of flow-metabolism dissociation to PD treatment is not known. Although significant dissociation was evident in the putamen/GP and dorsal pons during uncomplicated LD therapy, this effect was more pronounced in the three LID patients. Indeed, inspection of the globally normalized CMR and CBF data showed that the heightened dissociation observed in these patients was associated with substantially increased treatment-mediated vasomotor responses ($\Delta_{\text{CBF}}$) and concomitant elevations in ON-state regional CBF measures. Interestingly, in the putamen/GP, the LID patients showed higher ON-state CBF values than those observed in the non-dyskinetic PD patients and the healthy controls. Including these patients in the analysis greatly enhanced the significance of the local CBF elevation that was observed in the LD group relative to the healthy controls. This suggests that LID is associated with the increased vasomotor effect of treatment seen in this region. By contrast, in the pons, PD patients without dyskinesia already showed significant CBF abnormalities which were not appreciably strengthened by including the LID patients in the comparison with healthy control subjects. Thus, although LID patients also had very high CBF values in this region, the effect was not specific for dyskinesia. This is consistent with similar pontine CBF elevations observed in healthy subjects treated with oral LD (Hershey et al., 2003). Additionally, the finding of significant ON-state elevations in thalamic CBF is compatible with the results of an earlier study in which LD-mediated CBF responses in LID patients were compared to their non-dyskinetic counterparts (Hershey et al., 1998).

The presence of significant LD-mediated dissociation in non-dyskinetic patient argues against this phenomenon as a secondary effect of the dyskinesias themselves. Likewise, the correlation between disease duration and the magnitude of the vasomotor response to LD (Figure 2B) suggests that flow-metabolism dissociation is an ongoing process that likely antecedes the development of LID. That said, there are several potential explanations for the development of LID in some subjects and not others. For one thing, individual differences in the density of monoaminergic innervation of the microvasculature could determine the potential for vasodilation during LD administration. This source of intersubject variability would be present from birth and have little to do with the manifestations of PD that occur later in life. Another possibility relates to differences in vascular density occurring as part of the disease process or as a by-product of dopamine therapy (cf. Faucheux et al., 1999; Barcia et al., 2005). It has been recently suggested that LID is associated with endothelial proliferation triggered by the stimulation of dopamine receptors on blood vessels in LD-treated animals (Westin et al., 2006). In this vein, angiogenesis represents a response to the long-term alterations in synaptic activity that underlie this disease and its treatment (cf. Black et al., 1991). Nonetheless, we did not find a change in regional perfusion in the LID patients when they were scanned off medication. Indeed, the CBF abnormalities found in these patients were evident only in the ON-state. Thus, one may need to consider the possibility that new vessels are particularly sensitive to the vasoactive effects of dopamine, or that they are associated with leakage of LD across the blood brain barrier (Carvey et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005). Further studies in experimental animal models and PD patients will be needed to test these hypotheses and their relevance to the human disease.
We note that LID is associated with increased putaminal dopamine release following LD administration (de la Fuente-Fernandez et al., 2004), which might directly contribute to the regional increases in CBF that were observed. That said, excess delivery of LD to the putamen is not necessarily benign, as suggested by a recent experimental study of LID (Carta et al., 2006). Along these lines, one can speculate that blocking the vasomotor effects of LD treatment may improve treatment-mediated dyskinesia. It is interesting that several agents proposed for the treatment of LID have potent vasoconstrictive features that may be regionally selective. For instance, \( \alpha_2 \) adrenoceptor antagonists have been proposed as a means of treating LID by blocking the effects of noradrenaline on striatal output neurons (Fox et al., 2001). These receptors are known to be widely present on blood vessels and can facilitate vasodilation (e.g., Zou and Cowley, 2000). Thus, antagonists like idazoxan may potentially block this effect and selectively reduce perfusion to areas rich in vascular \( \alpha_2 \) adrenoceptors (Bryan et al., 1996). Similar considerations may also apply to nicotine, another drug with potent vasoconstrictive effects that has been observed to have antidyskinetic properties (Quik et al., 2007). Additional research will be needed to clarify the role of vasomotor mechanisms in the pathogenesis and treatment of LID.
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Figure 1.
Left: Parkinson’s disease motor-related spatial covariance pattern (PDRP; (Ma et al., 2007) was characterized by pallidothalamic, pontine, and motor cortical hypermetabolism, associated with relative metabolic reductions in the lateral premotor and posterior parietal areas.
Right: Parkinson’s disease cognition-related spatial covariance pattern (PDCP; (Huang et al., 2007a) was characterized by hypometabolism of prefrontal cortex, rostral supplementary motor area, and superior parietal regions.
[Relative metabolic increases are displayed in red; relative metabolic decreases are displayed in blue. Both patterns were overlaid on a standard MRI brain template. The left hemisphere was cut in the transverse plane at z=-5 mm. The right hemisphere was displayed as a surface projection on the same brain template.]
Figure 2.
A. Bar graph illustrating treatment-mediated changes (mean ± SE) in the expression of the Parkinson’s disease motor-related covariance pattern (PDRP) measured in scans of cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (CMR; filled bars) and cerebral blood flow (CBF; open bars). At the network level, a significant dissociation between the CMR and CBF treatment responses (p<0.001) is present with levodopa (LD) (left), but not with subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STN DBS) (middle) or in PD controls (PD CTRL) (right) undergoing repeat imaging on stable doses of dopaminergic medication. [***p<0.005; **p<0.01; *p<0.05, post-hoc Bonferroni comparisons of ON vs. OFF values for each treatment group]
B. Correlation between disease duration and PDRP-related CBF increases during levodopa (LD) infusion (∆CBF; see text). A significant correlation (r=0.75, p=0.01) was found between these variables. [PD patients undergoing LD infusion with or without dyskinesia are represented by open and filled symbols, respectively.]
C. Bar graph illustrating measures of flow-metabolism dissociation during treatment for the motor-related PDRP network (see text). Dissociation Index was significantly different for the three groups (p<0.004), with greater dissociation in the LD group (filled bar) relative to both STN stimulation (gray bar) (p<0.04) and PD controls (open bar) (p<0.005).
D. None of the three groups exhibited significant flow-metabolism dissociation in the response of the cognition-related PD spatial covariance pattern (PDCP).
Figure 3.
A. Results of voxel-based searches for brain regions with significant flow-metabolism dissociation in response to levodopa therapy.
Top: Treatment-mediated dissociation of regional glucose metabolism and cerebral blood flow is present bilaterally in the posterior-lateral putamen and adjacent globus pallidus (GP), and in the ventral thalamus.
Bottom: Significant dissociation effects with levodopa are also present in the dorsal pons and midbrain. [Metabolic increases are displayed using a red-yellow scale. Both displays were superimposed on a single-subject MRI brain template and thresholded at t=3.28, p=0.001, extent threshold >50 voxels (peak voxel, uncorrected)].

B. Bar graphs of globally normalized cerebral glucose metabolism (CMR) and blood flow (CBF) in volumes-of-interest (VOIs) centered on the peak voxel for each of these regions (see Methods). In all VOIs, significant LD-mediated reductions in regional metabolism were associated with concurrent increases in blood flow. [Baseline values (±SE) measured 12 hours after medication withdrawal (OFF) are represented by open bars. Values on an optimized LD infusion (ON) are represented by filled bars. ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05 for comparisons with healthy control values]
Figure 4. Displays of regional brain data from patients with and without dyskinesia scanned during levodopa infusion.

A. Flow-Metabolism Dissociation: In the putamen/GP (top) and dorsal pons (bottom), patients without dyskinesia (DYS-; filled bars) exhibited significant flow-metabolism dissociation during treatment as compared with PD controls (PD CTRL; open bars) undergoing repeat testing on medication. In both regions, the LID patients (open symbols) consistently displayed greater flow-metabolism dissociation than their DYS- counterparts.

B. Vasomotor response: In these regions, the DYS- patients exhibited treatment-mediated increases in normalized cerebral blood flow (CBF) relative to the PD controls. Relative to DYS-, the LID patients had consistently larger CBF responses to treatment, while not displaying a consistent difference in their CMR responses.

C. Normalized CBF: In the putamen/GP (top), ON-state values were marginally elevated (p=0.06) in the DYS- patients relative to normal controls (NL CTRL; shaded bars). However, these values were considerably higher in the LID patients, leading to the significant elevation (p<0.02) that was observed for the whole LD group. By contrast, in the pons (bottom), these values were already abnormally elevated (p<0.001) even without the LID patients. In both regions, normalized CBF values were similar for the DYS- and the PD control (PD CTRL; open bars) patients.
Figure 5.
Top: Display of brain areas (green) with significant elevations in regional glucose metabolism relative to healthy control subjects. These clusters were identified in a voxel-based comparison of FDG PET scans from 20 unmedicated PD patients with those from 20 age-matched healthy subjects (Fukuda et al., 2001). Brain areas with retained AADC activity (red) were identified in a separate voxel-based analysis of FDOPA PET data from 11 PD patients (age 55.1 ± 9.6; off-state motor UPDRS 27.9 ± 11.3) matched to the current LD treatment group. These scans were used to map regions with elevated radiotracer uptake relative to background. Areas of overlap between the two statistical maps (yellow) indicate regions in which elevated synaptic activity and local AADC expression are both present.

Bottom: Display of brain areas (blue) with significant levodopa-mediated flow-metabolism dissociation. These clusters were identified in the current LD treatment cohort using a voxel-based interaction analysis (see Methods). There is a spatial correspondence between these areas and the overlapping regions (yellow) displayed in the top panel. [For each map, the voxel displays were thresholded at \(Z=3.5\), \(p<0.001\) and superimposed on a standard MRI template].
### Table 1

**Subject characteristics of the Parkinson’s disease patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Groups</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>M:F</th>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>OFF</th>
<th>ON</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levodopa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8:3</td>
<td>60.4 (10.1)</td>
<td>25.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>15.7 (6.0)</td>
<td>-38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia (-)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6:2</td>
<td>57.6 (8.9)</td>
<td>25.3 (9.3)</td>
<td>15.6 (6.8)</td>
<td>-37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia (+)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2:1</td>
<td>67.7 (11.0)</td>
<td>25.3 (4.6)</td>
<td>16.0 (2.8)</td>
<td>-41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STN DBS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7:1</td>
<td>64.7 (7.1)</td>
<td>31.6 (11.8)</td>
<td>21.0 (10.7)</td>
<td>-35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test-Retest</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4:4</td>
<td>65.1 (9.1)</td>
<td>29.6 (13.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Composite Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor ratings in a baseline state obtained 12 hours following the cessation of antiparkinsonian medications (OFF) and in the treated state (ON).

*b* mean (± SD)

*c* Test-retest assessments in the ON-state (see text)
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Zmax</th>
<th>CMR&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CBF&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LD (OFF)</td>
<td>LD (ON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putamen/GP</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>4.82**</td>
<td>2.01 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.63**</td>
<td>2.05 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.05*</td>
<td>1.88 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subthalamic Nucleus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.88*</td>
<td>1.49 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal pons</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.85***</td>
<td>1.36 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space

<sup>b</sup>CMR=globally normalized cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (mean ± SE) in each volume-of-interest (VOI; see Methods)

<sup>c</sup>CBF=globally normalized cerebral blood flow (CBF) (mean ± SE) in each volume-of-interest (VOI; see Methods)

* Significant flow-metabolism dissociation (SPM interaction analysis): p<0.001, uncorrected

** Significant flow-metabolism dissociation (SPM interaction analysis): p<0.05, extent corrected

*** Significant flow-metabolism dissociation (SPM interaction analysis): p<0.005

**** Significant flow-metabolism dissociation (SPM interaction analysis): p<0.001, cluster corrected with voxel-level FWE correction (p<0.05)

† Significant ON-OFF differences (paired t-test): p<0.05

‡‡ Significant ON-OFF differences (paired t-test): p<0.01

+++ Significant ON-OFF differences (paired t-test): p<0.001